We study the long-run stability of trade networks in a two-sided economy of agents labelled men and women. Each agent desires relationships with the other type, but having multiple partners is costly. This cost-bene…t trade-o¤ results in each agent having a single-peaked utility over the number of partners-the volume of trade-, the peak being greater for men than for women. We propose a stochastic matching process in which self-interested agents form and sever links over time. Links can be added or deleted, sometimes simultaneously by a single agent. While the unperturbed process yields each pairwise stable network as an absorbing state, stochastic stability in two perturbed processes provides a signi…cant re…nement, leading respectively to egalitarian and anti-egalitarian pairwise stable networks. This has implications for the concentration on each side of the market of a random information shock. The analysis captures stylized facts, related to market fragmentation, concentration and contagion asymmetry, in several two-sided economies.
Introduction
We propose a dynamic theory of network formation in a two-sided economy. Although the model covers several applications, where the sides of the market could be rich/poor countries, buyers/sellers, employers/workers, faculty/students, and so on, to …x ideas, we shall refer to agents on both sides as men and women, respectively, and we shall assume that both are of equal size. Each agent derives utility from having relationships with the other type. However, having many partners is costly. This cost-bene…t trade-o¤ results in each agent having a single-peaked utility function. Preference heterogeneity is possible, but we assume peak-homogeneity within each side of the economy. Moreover, our key maintained assumption is that the peak (or optimal number of partners) is greater for men than for women (i.e., one side of the market wishes to have more links with the other side).
A link between a man and a woman might be viewed as representing a trade relationship in which the two parties exchange "goods" of some sort. A good might be material like in a real exchange market, or emotional such as among lovers. Agents derive utility only from the number of partners they have, which we call the volume of trade. Although each relationship involves an exchange of goods, we choose to model network formation as in a repugnant market (Roth (2007) ) where links cannot be sold or bought.
Our goal is two-fold. First, building on the study of the static stability of networks, we extend the analysis to a dynamic setting, yielding a characterization of networks that arise in the very long run. This characterization provides a rationale behind certain phenomena of market fragmentation and concentration in several two-sided economies. Second, we apply a new index of communication and contagion to these long-run networks to study asymmetry in the concentration of a random information shock. 1 The current analysis contributes to two broad literatures: the literature on two-sided matching (with capacity constraints), and the literature on endogenous network formation. Its distinctive feature, however, is that agents in our model do not direct their links but decide the number of partners (or the volume of trade).
Here, the link formation process is not equivalent to elaborating a nominal list of intended relationships, as is the case in these literatures. 2 This simpli…cation enables us to totally characterize statically and long-run stable matchings in terms of the allocation of links between partners and to study their di¤usion properties for each side of the economy.
Our model may be used in a wide variety of contexts where agents mostly care about the number of partners they have. Fidelity economies are an example (Pongou (2010) ). In these economies, having many partners of the opposite type may be viewed as in…delity, which is punished if detected. An example of such a market is 1 The nature of the shock depends on the type of the economy. For instance, in a faculty-student economy, a shock might be a new idea or research question. In a dating economy, a shock might be a new sex technology or a sexually transmitted disease.
2 Although agents might di¤er in various characteristics in a two-sided market with buyers and sellers, for instance, we assume that these characteristics do not enter their potential partners'utility functions. A chocolate seller might not care about whether his buyers are tall or short, white, black, or purple: he only cares about the number of sales.
an employer-employee market where a contract stipulates a prima facie duty of loyalty of an employee to her employer, which precludes working for a competing …rm. Here, the requirement of …delity is only one-sided.
Another example of a …delity economy is the dating market (Pongou and Serrano (2013) ).
The model has several other applications, including buyers and sellers transacting in a market for a continuous good. In this case, one can argue that the optimal number of buyers for each seller exceeds the optimal number of stores each buyer purchases from. Another example is the international market between rich and poor countries, where the optimal number of trading partners is generally greater for the former than for the latter. Yet another example is the economy involving graduate students writing a doctoral dissertation and their faculty advisors. Here, the number of optimal links for students (the size of the doctoral committee) is usually lower than it is for professors (the number of committees they can join). The instructor-student market in a department of Economics is another application of our model. Here too, each instructor may have several students while each student may only take a small number of courses from di¤erent instructors.
In what follows, we provide an overview of the …ndings, shedding light on the patterns of relationships that form in two-sided economies such as the ones just mentioned, and showing how these relationships subsequently a¤ect the spread of information, with likely di¤erent outcomes for each side.
Static Analysis of Two-Sided Networks: Pairwise Stability
We …rst characterize the pairwise stable networks. In a matching problem such as ours, individuals form new links or sever existing ones based on the reward that the resulting network o¤ers them relative to the current network. For simplicity, as in most of the literature, agents are myopic. We say that a network is pairwise stable if: (i) no individual has an incentive to sever an existing link he or she is involved in, and (ii) no pair of a man and a woman have a strict incentive to form a new link between them while at the same time possibly severing some of the existing links they are involved in. 3 We shall make an assumption, met when populations are su¢ ciently large, which allows for a simple characterization of pairwise stable networks. 4 In particular, we …nd that a network is pairwise stable if and only if each woman has exactly her optimal number of partners, and each man has at most his optimal number of partners. Women supply a smaller number of links than the ones demanded by men, which in turn results in only men competing for female partners while each woman is sure of having the number of male partners she desires.
Unperturbed Dynamic Analysis: Steady-State Networks
The center of our analysis is a dynamic matching process for the matching problem, more precisely a Markov process. 5 Random encounters between men and women are based on the incentives that agents have to form new links or sever existing ones. Speci…cally, the unperturbed Markov process assumes discrete time, and is de…ned as follows. In each period, a man and a woman chosen at random with arbitrary positive probability are given the opportunity to sever or add a link based on the improvement that the resulting network o¤ers to each of them relative to the current network. If they are already linked in the current network, the decision is whether to sever the link; severance is a unilateral decision. Otherwise, the decision is whether to form a new link; link formation is a bilateral decision. While forming a new link, each agent is allowed to sever as many of the links he/she is involved in as possible in the current network (although, because of our single-peaked preferences assumption, without loss of generality, one can restrict attention to the case of severing only one link). The long-run predictions -steady or recurrent states-of this process coincide with the set of pairwise stable networks, a very large set. Such a large set does not deliver any clear result in terms of contagion asymmetry across the two sides of the economy.
Perturbed Dynamic Analysis: Stochastically Stable Networks
To gain predictive power in our analysis, the matching process is perturbed in two di¤erent ways, corresponding to two di¤erent perceptions of multiple partnerships. Each perturbation consists of allowing a small probability of forming new links or severing existing ones when this action is not bene…cial to the agents involved. We study the long-run predictions of these perturbed processes -their stochastically stable networks-, these predictions being the only networks that are visited a positive proportion of time in the very long run. 6 In both perturbed dynamic processes, if a link formation is mutually bene…cial or if a link severance is bene…cial to its initiator, it occurs with probability 1. That is, this feature of the unperturbed dynamics is retained. However, the perturbed processes allow for more transitions. As it turns out, using uniform perturbations (e.g., as in Jackson and Watts (2002) ), does not serve as a useful re…nement in our model.
Thus, we are led to explore other possibilities, which we motivate with extra-economic elements of the society.
Speci…cally, in both processes, an action that worsens its initiator, which we shall call a mistake, occurs with a small probability " > 0. But key to our analysis are actions that are neither bene…cial nor mistakes, i.e., actions that leave their initiators exactly indi¤erent. We shall refer to these as utility neutral actions or neutral 5 Jackson and watts (2002) also provide a related analysis of dynamic networks. We compare our results to theirs and others in the literature in the sequel. 6 In a perturbed process, one can no longer speak of "steady states," as by de…nition, there is always a positive probability of transiting from any state to any other. The notion of stochastic stability (Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) ) provides a useful methodology to identify those states in which the perturbed process spends most of its time in the long run. It has been applied to study a number of problems in the economics literature (see, e.g., Foster and Young (1990) , Kandori, Mailath and Rob (1993) , Young (1993) for early contributions). Young (1998) presents many of its applications. The main shortcoming of stochastic stability is its associated slow speed of convergence, but it is very helpful in identifying long-run trends, our main interest here. Also, the reader should keep in mind that the frequency of a random encounter between a man and a woman may be extremely high, perhaps every minute depending on the type of market being considered, thus allaying the issue.
actions for short. In the spirit of assuming that more serious mistakes are less likely, an agent's probability of taking a neutral action will always exceed ". We explain how.
In our models, neutral actions uniquely correspond to situations in which an agent severs an existing link with a current partner and forms a new link with another agent. We shall assume that the probability of taking such a neutral action is " f ( ) (a number strictly greater than " because the exponent will be a number between 0 and 1). The exponent is the "perceived " strength of the existing link so that, in evaluating the merits of taking a neutral action, links that are perceived as stronger -f ( ) closer to 1-are harder to break.
In the …rst perturbed process, the strength f ( ) of a link to be severed is inversely proportional to the number of partners that the partner to be abandoned has in the existing network. One interpretation is that this link is perceived as strong as the amount of time invested in it by that partner. In this process, we …nd that networks are stochastically stable if and only if they are egalitarian pairwise stable networks. Men and women have the same number of partners, which is the optimal number of partners for women.
In contrast, the second perturbed process assumes that the strength f ( ) of a link to be severed is directly
proportional to the number of partners that the partner to be left behind has in the existing network. There are several interpretations of this process. The individual who invests more time in a relationship either shows relative weakness to his/her partner, or (perhaps wrongly) signals the "high quality" of the latter to other agents. 7 For this case, we …nd that anti-egalitarian pairwise stable networks, which are networks in which each woman has her optimal number of partners, and the smallest possible set of men is matched, will be the only ones visited a positive proportion of time in the very long run. Each non-isolated man is matched to his optimal number of partners (except for at most one matched man, who will be matched to the remaining women). The rest of men will remain isolated.
Each of the two stochastic processes may be interpreted di¤erently depending on the context to which it applies. In a …delity economy such as a dating market, for instance, the …rst process might be viewed as describing a situation in which the amount of time invested in a relationship seems to signal commitment.
A perceived stronger commitment of one partner in a relationship makes it harder to break by the other partner. A salient particular outcome of this process when the optimal number of partners for women is 1 is the sociological phenomenon known as serial monogamy, which is associated with high divorce rates and is more common in Western societies. The second process, in contrast, might be interpreted as depicting a situation where the amount of time invested in a relationship might be evidence of submissiveness to the other partner. Investing more time therefore means being weaker; and thus, it is easier for the dominant partner to break the relationship. 8 In the special case where each woman optimally has one partner, polygyny (polygamy 7 For instance, a man who receives too much attention from many women might be wrongly perceived by other women as being of higher quality than one who receives less attention.
8 For a possible justi…cation of the assumption in this second process in a sexual economy, see Tertilt (2005) and further evidence from anthropologists (Pat Caldwell (1976) , John C. , John C. Caldwell, Pat Caldwell and Orubuloye (1992) , Quale (1992) ). Some of these studies highlight the dominant role of men in male-female relationships as measured, for instance, by the small amount of time that men spend with their wives in societies like sub-Saharan Africa (John C. Caldwell (1976) ), which markedly contrasts with what is observed in the West. Our assumption di¤ers in that it is gender-neutral: in a involving several women matched to one man) is selected.
We shall later apply the two processes to several real-life economies, providing a rationale for patterns of market fragmentation and concentration that are generally observed. There are several advantages to considering both perturbed processes. 9 Theoretically, studying polar opposites in the assumptions behind neutral actions o¤ers a more complete understanding of the problem, and the rationale behind these actions o¤ers an interesting alternative to justify the perturbations (in addition to mutations, experimentation or mistakes, invoked in previous literature). Empirically, the two approaches are consistent with di¤erent perceptions or sociological realities, prevalent in di¤erent societies or market cultures.
Contagion Asymmetry
In a two-sided economy, the question of which side of the economy is more likely to be more a¤ected by the spread of a random unanticipated information shock is important. In a market involving instructors and students, for instance, the question of whether a new idea being exchanged between the two sides ends up a¤ecting more students than instructors is important for the design of such markets. In a dating economy, one can think about the question of gender di¤erences in the knowledge or use of a new sex technology. Also, gender inequality in the prevalence of sexually transmitted diseases is an important public health issue. In a …nancial market involving lenders and borrowers, it is important to determine how the spread of a …nancial shock a¤ects the two sides of the market di¤erently. In order to answer this question, we consider a simple index of contagion. Assume that an agent is drawn at random from a network to receive a piece of information.
He/she then communicates it to his/her partners, who in turn communicate it to their other partners, and so on. If that agent has no partner, the information does not spread. Under the assumption that each agent is drawn with equal probability, one can de…ne the communication or contagion potential of that network, which is the expected proportion of agents who will receive the information, and provide a formula for this notion.
One can also derive a formula for the male-female di¤ erence in contagion potential in a network. The key in these formulae is that the contagion potential in a side is proportional to the sum of squares of the agents of that side in each component of the network; see Section 8 for details.
We show that under the …rst perturbed dynamic process, the di¤erence in contagion potential between the two sides of an economy in any of the stochastically stable networks is zero. Under the second process, women's contagion potential is greater than men's. 10 We also …nd that information prevalence might di¤er across two relationship between a man and a woman, the dominated partner, regardless of his/her gender, is the partner who invests more time in it. However, we show that even this more general assumption leads to networks in which connected men dominate their female partners and invest less time in their relationships. 9 Bergin and Lipman (1996) show that one can always construct processes with state-dependent perturbations that will select any subset of the steady states as stochastically stable. An important implication of this result is that one should motivate the particular perturbed processes that one chooses to work with.
1 0 This result implies that women in a heterosexual economy, and students in an instructor-student economy are more a¤ected by the spread of a new information than the other side. This result for the stochastically stable networks of the second process may seem surprising, given that the de…nition of the perturbed process itself is "gender neutral". However, in combination with our assumption of asymmetry in optimal numbers of partners across agents on both sides, all the key transitions involve a woman severing a link to form a new one, and in doing so, the cost of breaking that link is a direct function of the dominant role of her former male partner, measured by the number of his links. identical economies. In fact, there are multiple equilibrium networks under each of the two stochastic processes we study. Therefore, the equilibrium networks that "realize" in two separate but identical economies might have di¤erent con…gurations, leading to the spread of a random piece of information a¤ecting more agents in one economy than in the other.
Plan of the Paper
The remaining of this paper unfolds as follows. Section 2 introduces the model that forms the basis for our analysis. We characterize pairwise stable networks in Section 3. In Section 4, we de…ne the unperturbed Markov process and characterize its recurrent or steady states. This process is perturbed in Section 5 and Section 6, and a characterization result of stochastically stable networks is provided for each of the two perturbed systems, respectively. In Section 7 we comment on the uniform perturbation model. In Section 8, we study the implications of our results for contagion asymmetry across agents types and across economies.
We examine some applications in Section 9. Section 10 situates our study in the literature, and Section 11 concludes. Section 12 collects all the proofs.
The Model
The economy consists of a …nite set of individuals N = f1; 2; : : : ; ng, partitioned into two sets of agents labelled men (M ) and women (W ), respectively, each of equal size. Each individual derives utility from direct links with opposite type agents. Engaging in multiple links is costly. As we will see, this trade-o¤ results in each agent having a single-peaked utility function.
Utility Functions
Let M = M [ f;g be the expanded set of men, and W = W [ f;g the expanded set of women. A network g is a subset of M W , where (m; ;) 2 g means that man m is isolated or has no connection in g, and similarly, (;; w) 2 g means that woman w has no connection in g.
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Let g be a network. Since we are dealing with undirected graphs, if (i; j) 2 g, we will abuse notation and consider that (j; i) 2 g (in fact, (i; j) and (j; i) represent the same relationship). Let i 2 N be an individual, and s i (g) the number of opposite type partners that i has in the network g. The utility that i derives from g is expressed by the following function:
where v i (s i (g)) is the utility derived from direct links with opposite type partners in g, and is concave and strictly increasing in s i (g); and c i (s i (g)) the cost associated with having s i (g) partners, assumed to be 1 1 More formally, for any man m 2 M such that (m; ;) 2 g, (m; w) = 2 g for all woman w 2 W ; similarly, for any woman w 2 W such that (;; w) 2 g, (m; w) = 2 g for all man m 2 M .
increasing and convex. We also assume v(0) = c i (0) = 0, which means that having no partner brings no bene…t and induces no cost.
Denote the extension of u i to the non-negative reals as u i . Without loss of generality, let u i be twice continuously di¤erentiable. The following remark is straightforward:
Remark 1 There exists s i > 0 such that u i 0 (s ) = 0; and for any s 2 [0; s i ); u i 0 (s) > 0; and for any s 2 (s i ; +1); u i 0 (s) < 0.
Remark 1 implies that each agent i has a single-peaked utility function. For simplicity, we assume peakhomogeneity within each side of the economy, although agents might have "di¤erent"utility functions. Let s m and s w denote the peaks or optimal numbers of partners for each man and each woman, respectively. These numbers are natural numbers, and are found by comparing the value of the utility function in the integers immediately below and above the point of zero derivative.
In order to derive our results, we will make an assumption that implies two ideas. First, our key maintained assumption that women's desire for partners is lower than men's, and second, it is also low enough relative to the size of the population. The latter is what we refer to as a "large populations" assumption, although our model also applies to other settings. Speci…cally:
Assumption A1. We assume:
Generically, the peaks on both sides of the market di¤er. Referring to the women as the side with the lowest peak, the second ratio on the right hand side of the assumption is smaller than 1. Hence, with large enough populations, Assumption A1 is always met.
De…nitions of Concepts in Networks
Let g be a network. The elements of N are called vertices. A path in g connecting two vertices i 1 and i n is a set of distinct nodes (a node is a link between two individuals) in fi 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i n g N such that for any k,
Let i be an individual. We denote by g(i) = fj 2 N : (i; j) 2 gg the set of individuals who have i as a partner in the network g. The cardinality of g(i) is called the degree of i. If a set A is included either in M or W , then the image of A (or the set comprising all the partners of agents in A) in the network g is denoted
We denote respectively by M (g) = fi 2 M : 9j 2 W; (i; j) 2 gg and by W (g) = fi 2 W : 9j 2 M; (i; j) 2 gg the set of men and women who are matched in the network g. We pose
A subgraph g 0 g is a component of g if for any i 2 N (g 0 ) and j 2 N (g 0 ) such that i 6 = j, there is a path in g 0 connecting i and j, and for any i 2 N (g 0 ) and j 2 N (g) such that (i; j) 2 g, (i; j) 2 g 0 . Intuitively, a component of g is a maximal subset of directly or indirectly connected agents in g. A network g can always be partitioned into its components. This means that if C(g) is the set of all the components of g, then
, and for any g 0 2 C(g) and g 00 2 C(g); g 0 \ g 00 = ; (two distinct components share no agents; they are like two "social islands").
Pairwise Stable Networks
In an economy such as the one we are describing, individuals form new links or sever existing links based on the improvement that the resulting network o¤ers them relative to the current network. We say that a network g is pairwise stable if: (i) no individual has an incentive to sever an existing link he/she is involved in; and (ii) no pair of a man and a woman have an incentive to form a new link between them while possibly at the same time severing some of the existing links they are involved in.
More formally, given a pro…le of utility functions u = (u i ) i2N , a network g is pairwise stable with respect to u if:
and 
According to (ii), (i; j) is a blocking pair whenever the two parties involved strictly bene…t from the union.
In this sense, link formation is driven only by self-interest, and so, an agent does not enter a relationship if he/she has no incentives to do so. 12 In this, our de…nition is di¤erent from the one introduced by Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) , where two agents form a link if one is willing to do so and the other is indi¤erent.
To illustrate this de…nition, consider the following examples. A network in which a woman is matched to s > s w men is not pairwise stable as she can unilaterally sever s s w links. A network in which a man is matched to s m + 2 women and a woman not matched to him is matched to fewer than s w men is not stable, as they could form a link while the man could sever three of his former links (alternatively, the man alone could sever only one of his links). Finally, a network in which a man and a woman who are unmatched have fewer than their optimal partners is not pairwise stable either, as they could form a link without severing any other.
Characterization of the Pairwise Stable Networks
In this subsection, under Assumption A1, we characterize the pairwise stable networks. This characterization will be useful in our dynamic analysis later on. It says that a network is pairwise stable if and only if each woman has exactly her optimal number of partners and each man has at most his optimal number of partners.
Theorem 1 Assume A1, and let g be a network. Then, g is pairwise stable if and only if 8(m; w) 2 M W , 0 s m s m and s w = s w .
The intuition for the theorem is simple enough. One could view men making o¤ers to women in sequence, who accept o¤ers until they reach their optimum.
Let us illustrate Theorem 1 with the following example.
Example 1 
A Dynamic Network Formation Process
In this section, we turn to dynamics. First, we shall de…ne a Markov process for any given matching problem as previously de…ned, to describe the formation and severance of links over time. Later on, given the lack of predictive power of this process, we shall resort to perturbing it in two di¤erent ways, leading to two perturbed Markov processes, studied in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
The unperturbed Markov process, labelled P 0 , is as follows. Time is discrete. In each period, a man and a woman chosen at random with arbitrary positive probability are given the opportunity to sever or add a link based on the improvement that the resulting network o¤ers to them relative to the current network. If they are already linked in the current network, the decision is whether to sever the link. Otherwise, the decision is whether to form a new link. While forming a new link, each agent is allowed to sever as many of the links he/she is involved in as possible in the current network. Link severance is unilateral, while link formation is bilateral.
Let g and g 0 be two networks. They are said to be adjacent if g 0 is obtained from g by an agent severing an existing link he/she is involved in in g, and possibly forming a new link with an agent of the opposite type.
More formally, g and g 0 are adjacent if there exist i 2 M and j 2 W such that g 0 2 fg + ij; g + ij ik; g + ij ik jm; g + ij jm; g ijg.
14 Let x and y be two networks. An (x; y) path is a …nite sequence of networks (g 0 ; g 1 ; : : : ; g k ) such that g 0 = x, g k = y, and for any t 2 f0; 1; : : : ; k 1g, g t and g t+1 are adjacent.
An improving path from x to y is a …nite sequence x = g 0 ; g 1 ; : : : ; g k = y such that for any t 2 f0; 1; : : : ; k 1g, the transition from g t to g t+1 strictly bene…ts its initiator(s). More formally:
and
. Here, without loss of generality, due to our single-peak assumption, there is no need to allow for an agent severing more than one link when forming a new link.
Recurrent classes of a Markov process are those sets of states such that, if reached, the process cannot get out of them, and which do not contain a smaller set with the same property. We next characterize the recurrent classes or steady states of the unperturbed markov process P 0 .
Theorem 2 The recurrent classes of the unperturbed markov process P 0 are singletons, whose union coincides with the set of pairwise stable networks.
We view Theorems 1 and 2 as safety checks for the model, showing that it can o¤er sensible predictions.
Thus, the set of long-run predictions of the unperturbed dynamics is quite large (recall the characterization in Theorem 1). We proceed by perturbing this process in the sequel. We shall de…ne below two such perturbed processes. To better frame our contribution in the literature, we shall also use a very simple example to compare the predictions of our two processes to those of another process proposed by Jackson and Watts (2002) .
5 The First Perturbed Markov Process P " 1
In this section, we de…ne and analyze the …rst perturbed process. In each period, the revision opportunity o¤ered at random to a male-female pair is the same as described in the process P 0 . However, now agents may make decisions that do not necessarily lead to an immediate individual improvement. We describe these events in detail.
If the two agents are linked in the current network:
-Link severance takes place with probability 1 if it bene…ts either of the two agents, just as before.
-Otherwise, while in the unperturbed process, no severance of this link was taking place, now if it makes the two agents worse o¤, severance takes place with probability " (note that in our model, link severance cannot make an agent indi¤erent). Recall that link severance is a unilateral decision, and thus it takes one "mistake" to sever such a good link: an agent making a mistake with probability
If the two agents are not linked in the current network, the decision is whether to form a new link:
-This link formation takes place with probability 1 if it is mutually bene…cial, just as before. All other transitions did not happen in the unperturbed process, while now they will.
-If forming the link makes one agent worse o¤ and the other better o¤ -one "mistake"-, it occurs with probability ".
-If the link formation makes the two agents worse o¤ -two "mistakes"-, it occurs with probability " 2 .
-If the transition makes one agent better o¤ and the other agent, say j, indi¤erent, agent j may take this "neutral action"and looks at considerations other than his/her well-being. Indi¤erence in the transition happens because, while forming a new link with i, j severs an existing link, say with agent k in the current network. Then, the resistance of this transition amounts essentially to the perceived strength (or quality) of the severed link. Speci…cally, we assume that the transition occurs with probability "
) where the link strength f is a strictly increasing function of
Here, s k is the number of partners that k has in the current network. We o¤er an interpretation below, at the end of the description of the process.
-If the transition makes one agent worse o¤ and the other agent indi¤erent (one "mistake" and one "neutral action"), the transition occurs with probability " "
) .
-Finally, if it makes the two agents indi¤erent (two "neutral actions"), meaning that while forming a new link, i and j severed links with, say h and k, respectively in the current network, it occurs with probability "
We emphasize our assumption on the resistance of transitions involving indi¤erences or "neutral actions", the key transitions for our results. The function f (
) can be viewed as the perceived strength of the link that is being severed by j. If we assume for instance that each agent is endowed with 1 unit of time that he/she splits equally among all his/her partners, then it makes sense to assume that the strength of a link is inversely proportional to the number of partners.
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The time invested in a relationship may also be viewed as proof of commitment to the other partner. 
Resistance of a Path and Stochastic Stability
For any adjacent networks g and g 0 , the resistance of the transition from g to g 0 , denoted r(g; g 0 ), is the weighted number of agents directly involved in the transition who do not …nd this change pro…table; it is the 1 5 Although for simplicity, we assume that j observes s k , slightly weaker assumptions would do, as j could evaluate the strength f ( 1 s k ), for instance through a noisy signal, such as the amount of time spent by the partner out of the house. We do not model incomplete information in this paper: a next step in the analysis of the model would be not to assume observability of the number of your partner's partners. For the use of stochastic stability, the agent may not be aware of the exact probability of each event happening, which is just a parameter of the overall dynamics.exponent of " in the corresponding transition probability. We explicitly de…ne r(g; g 0 ) in the table below, as a function of the possible frictions -"mistakes"or "neutral actions"-found in a randomly chosen pair (i; j). To read the table, note that there are only three actions that either i or j can take, some combinations of which might not be possible:
A-Forming a new link without severing an existing link.
B-Forming a new link while severing an existing link.
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C-Severing an existing link.
Let (a i ; a j ) be the pair of actions taken by i and j, respectively. Then (a i ; a j ) 2 f(A; A); (A; B); (B; B); (C; C)g.
A pair of actions (a i ; a j ) might make either agent better o¤ (b), lose (l), or indi¤erent (i). Transition probabilities and resistances are summarized in Table 1 below. T able 1 (a i ; a j ) Outcomes P robability r(g; g 0 ) = log " (probability)
The resistance of an (x; y)-path q = (g 0 ; g 1 ; : : : ; g k ) is the sum of the resistances of its transitions: r(q) = P k 1 t=0 r(g t ; g t+1 ).
Let Z 0 = fg 0 ; g 1 ; : : : ; g l g be the set of absorbing states of the unperturbed process (the pairwise stable networks, in our case). 18 Consider the complete directed graph with vertex set Z 0 , denoted r. The resistance of the edge (g i ; g j ) in r is the minimum resistance over all the resistances of the (
Let g be an absorbing state. A g-tree is a tree whose vertex set is Z 0 and such that from any vertex g 0 di¤erent from g, there is a unique directed path in the tree to g. The resistance of a g-tree is the sum of the resistances of the edges that compose it. The stochastic potential of g, denoted r(g), is the minimum resistance over all the g-trees.
The set of stochastically stable networks is the set fg j r(g) r(g 0 ) for all g 0 g (Young (1993), Kandori, Mailath and Rob (1993) ). Intuitively, this set is the set of states (or networks in our case) that are visited a positive proportion of time in the long run. They are also the networks which are the easiest to transition to.
The Result
We shall now characterize the set of stochastically stable states (or networks) of the perturbed process P " 1 .
The following de…nitions and lemmas, of interest in their own right, are needed.
Let g be a network. We shall say that g is egalitarian if all vertices have the same degree; that is, if all individuals have the same number of partners.
e., the set of men who are linked to the highest number of women in the network g.
e., the set of men who are linked to the lowest number of women in the network g.
e., the set of men who have at least a number of partners no less than the women's optimal number.
It is obvious that, if g is pairwise stable, I(g), J(g) and
The following lemma states that, under our Assumption A1, any non-egalitarian pairwise stable network (or network in which agents do not all have the same number of partners) is such that any man in I(g) is matched with more than s w partners, and any man in J(g) is matched with less than s w partners.
Lemma 1 Assume A1, and let g be a non-egalitarian pairwise stable network. Then,
The following lemma describes a simple way to reach egalitarian networks travelling through pairwise stable networks from any initial pairwise stable network.
Lemma 2 Let g be a pairwise stable network. Then, there exists a …nite sequence of pairwise stable networks
, and g k is egalitarian.
In addition, any two egalitarian pairwise stable networks are "connected" through a path where at least half of it consists of egalitarian pairwise stable networks. This is shown in the following connectivity lemma:
Lemma 3 Let g and g 0 be two distinct egalitarian pairwise stable networks. Then, there exists a …nite sequence of pairwise stable networks (g 0 ; g 1 ; : : : ; g 2k ) such that g 0 = g, g 2k = g 0 , and for any t such that 0 t k, g 2t is egalitarian.
We are now ready to state the main result of the section:
Theorem 3 Assume A1. A network is stochastically stable in the perturbed process P " 1 if and only if it is egalitarian and pairwise stable.
The logic behind the proof of Theorem 3, as well as Theorem 4 below, has no connection with that of a model where lexicographic preferences are assumed, which is why these proofs are somewhat involved.
Interestingly, our stochastic process implies that if a network that is not e¢ cient is reached (such a network might be the outcome of a model with lexicographic preferences), there exists a path leading out of that network and towards a Pareto-e¢ cient outcome. The interested reader may …nd illustrations of the workings of these theorems in Pongou and Serrano (2009, 2013) , which provide examples to show how networks that are not stochastically stable transition into stochastically stable ones.
6 The Second Perturbed Process P " 2
In this section, we de…ne and analyze the second perturbed process. This process is de…ned as the …rst perturbed process in Section 5, the only di¤erence being the de…nition of the probability of a "neutral action", an action that leaves an agent indi¤erent. Recall that that probability was based on the strength of the link to be broken to form the new link. Now, the perceived strength or quality of such a link will be inversely proportional to the amount of time invested in it. We describe next more formally the only change in assumptions with respect to the previous perturbed process:
A person who is indi¤erent in a particular transition, and in it, breaks an existing link with another person who has s k partners in order to form a new link looks at the perceived strength of the link he/she severs. That strength f (s k ) is strictly increasing in s k and strictly bounded between 0 and 1.
We o¤er some interpretations of this process. First, in a …delity economy, this process might correspond to a situation in which an agent who invests too much time in a relationship is perceived as weak or dominated in that relationship. 19 Second, the time invested by agent k in a relationship with i might be sending a signal regarding the quality of i as a partner to other agents (other agents might think that i should be of high quality for k to dedicate his/her time to her/him). In this light, an individual who has more partners might be perceived as being of higher quality, allowing him/her to attract even more partners. 
Resistance of a Path
All the de…nitions of resistance provided earlier apply to this section as well. For completeness, for each adjacent transition in the perturbed process P " 2 , its probability and resistance are summarized in Table 2 below. It uses the same notation employed in Table 1: 1 9 As noted in the introduction (footnote 8), a possible justi…cation of this assumption comes from the anthropological literature. However, as noted by Pongou and Serrano (2013) , the anthropological literature only o¤ers a post-fact rationalization of male domination, whereas the assumption underlying our neutral actions is more general given its gender neutrality: a partner is more likely to be dumped if he/she is perceived as weak, regardless of gender.
2 0 This second interpretation is reminiscent of the idea in (Banerjee (1992) ) and Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch (1992) . That is, as in these studies, a signal is likely to induce the phenomenon known as "herd externality" or "informational cascade", although our models are di¤erent, as we do not model informational considerations explicitly.
T able 2 (a i ; a j ) Outcomes P robability r(g; g 0 ) = log " (probability)
The Result
We shall now characterize the set of stochastically stable states of the perturbed process P " 2 . The following de…nition is needed.
Let g be a network. We say that g is anti-egalitarian if jM j is not an integer, one can assign the remaining women to only one man and have a pairwise stable network. This is because, if one calls K the integer part of that fraction, the total number of links from the set of men not matched to their optimal number must be less than s m : otherwise, the number of links coming from the men side would be at least Ks m + s m , but this number is strictly greater than s w jM j, the number of links coming from the women side, and both numbers must always be equal.
Equipped with this de…nition, we state our next result:
Theorem 4 Assume A1. A network is stochastically stable in the perturbed process P " 2 if and only if it is anti-egalitarian and pairwise stable.
Comparison to a Stochastic Process with Uniform Perturbations
To better place our contribution in the existing literature, we compare the predictions of our two stochastic processes to those of a perturbed process de…ned in a pioneering study by Jackson and Watts (2002) . As in the current paper, Jackson and Watts (2002) assumes discrete time. However, our models di¤er in that their model assumes uniform probability for all actions that do not increase the utility of their initiator(s). More precisely, faced with the decision to add or sever a link, "the players involved act myopically, adding the link if it makes each at least as well o¤ and one strictly better o¤, and severing the link if its deletion makes either player better o¤. After the action is taken, there is some small probability " > 0 that a mutation (or tremble)
occurs and the link is deleted if it is present, and added if it is absent." (p. 276-277).
It follows that the two models di¤er in the probability of taking a neutral action. In their framework, unlike in ours, a neutral action is decomposed into two distinct actions taken in two consecutive periods: agent i …rst severs a link with agent k, which occurs with probability ", and then forms a new link with agent j, which occurs with probability 1 (assuming that the added link is bene…cial to j as well).
Within our framework, a neutral action is taken in only one period. Also, given that a neutral action is a less severe friction than an action that actually decreases the utility of its initiator, it is more likely to occur in our model, and its probability is therefore strictly greater than " (the probability of a proper mistake). The following example shows how the predictions of our two perturbed processes P An economy involves two men m 1 and m 2 and two women w 1 and w 2 . Utilities are such that the optimal number of partners is 2 for each man and 1 for each woman. There exist four pairwise stable networks g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , and g 4 described as follows:
One notes that it takes a neutral action to go from g 1 to g 2 (w 1 breaks with m 1 and matches with m 2 ),
another neutral action to go from g 2 to g 3 (w 2 breaks with m 2 and matches with m 1 ), another neutral action from g 3 to g 4 (w 1 breaks with m 2 and matches with m 1 ), and another neutral action from g 4 to g 1 (w 2 breaks with m 1 and matches with m 2 ).
It can be easily checked that the stochastic potential of each of these networks is 3 when the probability of non-improving actions (proper mistakes and neutral actions) is uniform, as in Jackson and Watts (2002) , implying that the set of stochastically stable networks coincides with the entire set of pairwise stable networks.
Under our …rst stochastic process P " 1 , only the networks g 1 and g 3 are stochastically stable, whereas under our second stochastic process P " 2 , only the networks g 2 and g 4 are stochastically stable. It follows that our predictions in general di¤er from those obtained under uniform perturbations, and serve as a useful re…nement.
In fact, the example also shows that uniform perturbations sometimes fail to re…ne the set of pairwise stable networks at all. Jackson and Watts (2002) also de…ne a perturbed process where simultaneous link formation and severance are possible, and apply it to two-sided markets where agents have strict preferences over individual agents or subsets of agents on the other side. Their framework does not apply to our study. Unlike our model, their model does not allow for indi¤erence across networks for agents who have di¤erent sets of partners. Also, their focus is primarily on one-to-one and many-to-one matching markets, whereas our framework includes one-to-one, many-to-one and many-to-many markets. Furthermore, our …ndings are qualitatively di¤erent.
They …nd that the set of stochastically stable networks coincides with the core. Within our framework, the set of pairwise stable networks coincides with the core, but the set of stochastically stable networks of each of our two stochastic processes re…nes the core substantially.
Contagion Asymmetry across Economies and Agents Types
In this section, we answer the question of which side of the economy is more a¤ected by the spread of a random unanticipated information shock. We also show how the concentration of a shock can vary widely across identical economies depending on the "realization" of stochastically stable networks. To this end, we draw on the theoretical framework proposed in Pongou (2010) .
Let g be a network. Assume that an agent i 2 N is drawn at random to receive a piece of information that he/she communicates to his/her partners in g(i), who in turn communicate it to their other partners, and so on. If i is not matched with any agent, the information does not spread. Suppose that with equal probability, 1 jN j , each agent receives the information (i.e., is infected due to a random event). We de…ne the communication or contagion potential of g as the expected proportion of agents who will receive the information. We also de…ne the di¤erence across types in contagion potential as the di¤erence in the expected proportion of men and women who will receive the information. To formally de…ne these notions, consider that g has k components g 1 ; : : : ; g k . Pose I k = f1; : : : ; kg. To simplify notation, we write N ( The contagion potential of g, denoted P(g), and the di¤erence across types in the contagion potential of g, denoted F(g), are derived by Pongou (2010) and are provided in the following de…nition:
De…nition 1 Let g be a k-component network with the corresponding component vector [(n i )] i2I k .
(1) The communication or contagion potential of g is de…ned as
(2) If g is a bipartite graph with the corresponding component vector [(jM i j; jW i j)] i2I k , the di¤ erence across types (or male-female di¤ erence) in the contagion potential of g is de…ned as
Note that our contagion model assumes that the transmission probability is 1. This assumption is cor-rect if contagion means mechanically communicating a received message or a new idea. However, when the transmission probability per interaction is smaller than 1, our assumption is motivated by the fact that we are studying transmission in "long-run equilibrium"or "long-run stable"networks, which implies that contagionprone interactions are repeated over time, causing the transmission probability to approach 1. In fact, let us assume that the transmission probability per interaction is < 1, and that transmission is independent across interactions. Then the transmission probability after k interactions is 1 (1 ) k , which e¤ectively goes to 1 as k goes to in…nity. This logic is justi…ed in our model. Since our comparative statics is on stochastically stable networks, once a stochastically stable network is reached, the system stays there a very long time, only getting out of it after extremely unlikely events. We also note that our model generalizes to situations in which agents communicate information to their partners' partners directly, such as in a classroom where students interact among themselves in addition to interacting with the instructor.
Consider the following illustrative example of the above de…nition. 2 ) = 152 400 = 0:38; P(g 0 ) = 0:515; P(g 00 ) = 0:2; and P(g 000 ) = 1. In the event of a random information shock in, say g, P(g) = 0:38 means that 38% of the population will end up receiving the information following its di¤ usion.
The di¤ erence across types in the contagion potential of each of these networks is:
2 )] = 0; F(g 0 ) = 0:01; F(g 00 ) = 0:12; and F(g 000 ) = 0. Following the di¤ usion of a random information shock in these networks, these numbers imply that information prevalence will be: equal for men and women in g and g 000 ; 1 percentage point greater among men than women in g 0 ; and 12 percentage points greater for women than men in g 00 .
Note how the contagion potential varies across networks despite the fact that the number of links supplied by women and received by men is the same in all networks. This clearly shows the e¤ ect of network structure in the propagation of information. It also shows that information prevalence can vary wide across identical economies, as the equilibrium networks "realized" in those economies might be di¤ erent (for instance, under the …rst stochastic process, g might realize in one economy, and g 000 in another economy, leading to 38% of the agents receiving the information in the …rst economy, and 100% in the second). Furthermore, we see that g and g 000 are gender neutral in contagion potential; but in network g 0 , men are more a¤ ected by the information than women, while in network g 00 , it is the opposite.
This example also shows that higher optimal number of partners for men than for women does not necessarily cause the latter to be more a¤ected by the spread of a random information shock than the former, when one considers all pairwise stable networks (in g 0 , which is a pairwise stable network in the matching problem de…ned in Example 1, more men than women are a¤ected by the information despite men having a greater optimal number of partners than women). But we next show that in the networks that are visited a positive proportion of time in the long run (under our perturbed processes P " 1 and P " 2 ), the ones we are concerned with in the current paper, information never concentrates more among men than among women.
We state below the main result of this section.
Theorem 5 Assume A1.
(1) For any stochastically stable network g of the perturbed process P " 1 , F(g) = 0.
(2) For any stochastically stable network g of the perturbed process P " 2 , F(g) < 0.
Theorem 5 is illustrated in the following example. In g 1 , each man is matched to a woman; in g 2 , man m 1 is matched with two women, while m 2 is unmatched and m 3 is still matched with one woman; in g 3 , m 1 is matched with all three women while the other men are unmatched. We note that only the egalitarian pairwise stable network g 1 is stochastically stable under the process P " 1 , while only the anti-egalitarian pairwise stable g 3 is stochastically stable under the process P Theorem 5 implies that any initial network g, if not stochastically stable under P " 1 or P " 2 , will transition to a network g 0 that is stochastically stable, in which information prevalence is at least as high among women as among men, even if in the initial network g, the prevalence was higher among men than women (see also Pongou and Serrano (2013) for another illustration). Furthermore, in the case of the second process, which under our assumptions may be viewed as a description of male-dominant societies or markets, women concentrate more information than men.
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Some Applications
Earlier, we noted that our model applies to markets where agents derive utility over the number of partners-the volume of trade-. This section covers the implications and suggests interpretations of our theoretical …ndings for some of these markets.
Multilateral Exchange between Rich and Poor Countries. Our model might be applied to illustrate the patterns of commercial relationships between rich countries (M ) and poor countries (W ), where the word "rich" (resp. "poor") is broadly de…ned to include countries whose per capita income is above (resp. below) the median of the income distribution, so that jM j = jW j. It is well-known that the international market for certain goods such as military goods is very concentrated, being supplied only by a small number of rich countries, whereas other markets (e.g., the market for manufactured foods) are highly fragmented, as they involve a large number of suppliers. To understand these di¤erent trade patterns based on our model, one can plausibly argue that the optimal number of commercial partners is greater for rich countries (s m ) than for poor countries (s w ). Our …rst stochastic process may be viewed as follows: forced to replace one trading partner with another, a country stays away from countries with already many other trading partners, in order to avoid long queues in the delivery of goods. This depicts a very competitive market, and it leads countries on each side to have the same number of trading partners. It might therefore shed light on the functioning and outcomes of the international markets for "nonstrategic"goods such as foods and clothing, which involve a large number of suppliers and purchasers.
Our second stochastic process leads to a concentrated market: all the poor countries are matched to only a few number of rich countries. This process might be describing the behavior of agents in the international market for certain "strategic" goods such as military weapons. If poor "neighboring" countries compete for military leadership in their region, they will all purchase weapons and other military goods from the same suppliers in order to make sure that none of the countries has a superior war technology. An illustration of this behavior is Example 3. Assume that the three men stand for the suppliers and the three women are poor countries that are neighbors. Each supplier desires to sell weapons to all the poor countries, but each of the latter countries can purchase weapons from only one country. It is possible that the initial matching is the monogamous matching g 1 . However, if weapons are di¤erentiated products, countries w 2 and w 3 might become fearful of supplier m 1 o¤ering a di¤erent or better product to country w 1 (even if this perception is wrong), leading them to break their respective commercial relationships with m 2 and m 3 to match with m 1 .
This will ensure that all the poor countries possess the same war technology in the long run. There exist several other interpretations of the second process for the markets that we cover in the sequel.
Buyer-Seller Market. Our model might be applied to understand the patterns of relationships between sellers (M ) and buyers (W ) of a good for instances where jM j = jW j. It is generally the case that the optimal number of buyers (s m ) for each seller is greater than the optimal number of sellers (s w ) a buyer can purchase from. Our …rst stochastic process depicts a situation where buyers, rightly or wrongly, perceive the number of other customers who purchase from a store as re ‡ecting the amount of extra time that they will spend in that store (this perception might be wrong if they are as many cashiers as the optimal number of buyers in a store, but the number of cashiers might not be known to the buyers prior to them deciding to purchase from a speci…c store). This belief leads to a uniform market structure, in which each seller ends up with an equal share in the overall market.
Our second process might be interpreted as depicting a situation in which the number of buyers who purchase from a seller signals the quality of the latter. A seller who has more customers is therefore perceived as being better than a seller who has less, which allows the former to attract even more customers up to his optimal number. In this case, the result might be viewed as reminiscent of a "herd externality" (Banerjee (1992) ) or an "informational cascade" (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch (1992) ) among customers, in that, in choosing whom to purchase from, they are in ‡uenced by the choices of other buyers. As argued by Banerjee (1992) , herd behavior characterizes several choices in real life, including the choice of a restaurant, or the choice of a school. Indeed, in our study, herding leads to a one-sided thin economy, in that all buyers purchase from a small number of sellers.
Two-sided labor and academic markets. Our model might also be applied to understand the patterns of relationships between employers (M ) and employees (W ) in certain industries where labor contracts stipulate a prima facie duty of loyalty of employees to their employers, therefore making it more costly for the former to work for competing …rms. This …delity requirement implies that the optimal number of workers (s m ) a …rm can hire exceeds the optimal number of …rms an individual can work for (s w ). In certain sectors, including national defence, secret services, intelligence, and research in the military or pharmaceutical industry, this loyalty requirement might be very strong, implying s w = 1.
Our stochastic processes might then be interpreted in di¤erent ways, depending on the sector. The …rst process depicts a situation where agents on both sides, rightly or wrongly, perceive the time that their partners invest in their relationship as signaling commitment. If the perception is right, then the stochastic process can be viewed as being utility-driven, when an agent cares about the commitment of such labor relationships.
Some other considerations may be at play, though, to explain why severing links with partners who hold more links becomes easier (e.g., better working conditions). In either case, the prediction of the model is that of pairwise stable egalitarian networks in the long run: each worker works for her optimal number of …rms, and each …rm ends up hiring that same number of workers. This depicts a labor market served by many small employers.
In contrast, the second process depicts a situation where the number of partners that an agent has might be a noisy signal of his/her quality. For example, a …rm that has many employees might be wrongly perceived by other individuals as treating its employees better than a …rm that has less. Similarly, a faculty who has more students to advise might be wrongly perceived by other students as having more ideas than a faculty who has fewer students. In this case, there will be herding among workers or students, leading to pairwise stable anti-egalitarian networks in the long run. That is, we would see a highly concentrated labor market with few large employers (or few professors advising students, while the rest would have no students).
Our second process might also be interpreted as being driven by utility considerations. Indeed, in an enriched version of our model, even if the quality signal sent by the number of partners that an agent has is wrong at the initial stage of network formation (because all agents on each side of the market are initially identical in terms of the characteristics that the agents on the other side value), it might become true over time. For instance, there are many contexts where an employer's managerial experience and skills increase with the number of employees she has had. Therefore, it is possible that employers are initially identical, and that a pairwise stable matching between employers and employees forms in the initial period, with some employers having more employees than others. Over time, employers who initially had more employees will have a better reputation than those who had less, even attracting more employees up to their optimal number.
The same applies to the faculty-student market. A faculty who has had more students might over time become more skilled at advising and might have a better experience with …nding better jobs for his students than his colleague who had no students, even if both were initially identical. In all of these cases, the prediction of the model is that of pairwise stable anti-egalitarian networks in the long run.
Dating and union patterns across cultures. Our analysis may also be used to shed light on dating and union formation patterns in certain societies. Imagine that women's optimal number of partners is 1 (this corresponds to the o¢ cial constraint on marriage for women in almost all societies). Then, in the …rst process, the model predicts a situation of serial monogamy. Theorem 3 shows for this case that only monogamous networks are stable in the long run. This notion of stability, however, does not imply that if the process reaches a monogamous network, it will stay there, since people might still make mistakes or be tempted by other potential partners. Indeed, if a woman moves from her only partner to another one, creating a non-monogamous network, the latter network will transition to another monogamous network which is not necessarily the initial one, and so on. Serial monogamy, known to be more prevalent in Western societies, is associated with high divorce rates (e.g., Schoen and Standish (2001) and Goldstein (1999) document that the divorce rate in the U.S. is above 40%). In contrast, under the second process, the prediction of the model is polygyny, and then divorce rates may be low. Consider the following example. There are 3 men and 3 women, s w = 1 and s m = 3. Theorem 4 tells us that the only stochastically stable network (up to permutations) is the one in which the …rst man is matched to all three women. Assume that the process reaches that network.
If a woman leaves the …rst man to match with another man, then considering that networks evolve following the path of least resistance, it is easy to see that that woman will return to the …rst man (so, there will be reconciliation and no divorce). The model may be suggesting union formation patterns in regions where polygyny coexists with low divorce rates.
Clearly, the second process better describes male-dominant societies. In such societies, as predicted by the model, men invest less time in their relationships with their wives. 23 It is also possible, as noted earlier, that the number of partners that an individual has sends a positive signal about his/her quality, which helps to attract other partners. Indeed, quoting George Bernard Shaw, Becker (1974) writes that "the maternal instinct leads a woman to prefer a tenth share in a …rst rate man to the exclusive possession of a third rate."
The interpretations that the time invested in a partner either signals his/her dominant role or his/her quality are both consistent with our second process.
It is also important to note that monogamous and polygynous networks are only the o¢ cial marital networks, as in general, women are o¢ cially allowed to marry only one husband at a time. In reality, data
show that men and women cheat on their partners. When cheating is allowed in our model, one wonders whether the networks that result share similar properties with the o¢ cial marital networks, which are either monogamous or polygynous. Our …ndings suggest that they do. Indeed, when cheating is taken into account, according to Theorem 3, the sexual network that forms in a society where only monogamy is legal is a union (in the mathematical sense of the word) of monogamous networks. Similarly, it follows from Theorem 4 that the sexual network that forms in a society where polygyny is legal is a union of polygynous networks. In other words, the rationale that governs the formation of o¢ cial marital relationships is the same that governs the formation of uno¢ cial relationships in monogamous and polygynous cultures.
Networks, Information, and Infections. Our model may also be used to understand how network con…guration a¤ects the spread of information or infections, independently of the distribution of links. To illustrate, consider the networks represented by Figures 1-1 and 1-4 , respectively. The number of partners for each agent is the same across these networks. However, these networks have di¤erent con…gurations, with there being 3 components in Figure 1 -1 and only 1 in Figure 1 -4. It follows, as noted in Example 2, that the spread of a random piece of information will a¤ect 38% of agents in the former network, and 100% of agents in the latter. This shows that network con…guration has an independent e¤ect on the di¤usion of information.
An important implication for cross-country di¤erences in the concentration of sexually transmitted infections is that countries might be identical in terms of population size and the pro…le of preferences over number of sexual partners, but exhibit large di¤erences in infection prevalence. This is because the probability that the networks that realize in identical economies be identical is very small, given the number of equilibria.
Similarly, the concentration of information about a new product, idea or technology might vary widely across populations of …rms/workers or professors/students, despite the latter having identical distributions of social relationships.
Our model also sheds light on how network con…guration may a¤ect long-run gender asymmetry in information concentration. An instance of information may be a new sex technology that can only be learned from a sexual partner, or a sexually transmitted disease. Theorem 5 reveals that information is equally prevalent among men and women in societies where there is more equality between the sexes, but more women than men are informed or infected in male-dominant societies. Applying this to HIV/AIDS, Pongou and Serrano (2013) show that men and women are equally vulnerable in monogamous societies which are better described by our …rst stochastic process (i.e., relationships are harder to break the lower the number of partners of one's old partner), whereas women are more vulnerable in polygynous societies which are better described by the second process. 24 It also seems important to note that the two processes might coexist in the same society, but in di¤erent groups or segments of the population. For example, polygyny (which is an outcome of the second process) has been practised among the Mormons in the United States (Becker (1974) ), coexisting with monogamy (an outcome of the …rst process), which is practised by the rest of the country. Also, in developed countries, immigrants coming from polygynous cultures might tend to exhibit the behavioral outcome of the second process, whereas natives might tend to behave according to the …rst process. In a situation where the two processes coexist, the information will concentrate more among women than among men, especially in those sectors of society better described by the second process.
In our other applications, news about a sale in a particular store spread equally among the buyers and sellers sides in the …rst process, whereas the word-of-mouth is more prevalent among buyers in the case of a thin market. This logic might also help to understand the patterns of technological di¤usion between rich and poor countries. A shock a¤ecting work conditions in a …rm extends equally to both sides if the market is composed of many small …rms, while the information travels more among the workers when few …rms employ all of them. Finally, in the faculty-students application, new ideas spread among students more easily in the model where a few professors are perceived to be of high quality, drawing large numbers of advisees.
10 Related Theoretical Literature Aumann and Myerson (1988) and Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) pioneered the study of endogenous formation of links among agents. Aumann and Myerson (1988) examine a two-stage game. In its …rst stage, players form bilateral links resulting in a communication and cooperative structure, to which the Myerson value (Myerson (1977) ) is applied in the second stage. 25 Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) introduce a framework for the study of the stability of networks among self-interested individuals. They develop a notion of pairwise stability of networks, and analyze its relationship with e¢ ciency. 26 They also de…ne the coauthor model, related to ours, in which indirect links have a negative e¤ect (indirect links do not a¤ect our agents'utility).
As for dynamics within two-sided markets, the type of dynamics in which at each period, a pair of individuals can form and sever links goes back to Roth and Vande Vate (1990) . More recently, several papers have also studied the dynamics of network formation using the notion of stochastic stability. Some of these papers include Jackson and Watts (2002) and Feri (2007) . Although we also use stochastic stability as a "solution concept", our models, their interpretations, and their applications (to contagion in bipartite settings) di¤er from those in these studies.
Our paper also studies the endogenous formation of links, but there are some signi…cant di¤erences with previous work. First, our notion of pairwise stability allows for simultaneous link formation and severance and therefore di¤ers from pairwise stability à la Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) . Second, our focus is con…ned to networks where agents only decide the number of partners they desire, yielding simple characterizations given our assumptions. And third, our dynamic analysis rests on the notion that di¤erent transitions in link formation or severance have di¤erent probabilities (the di¤erent likelihood of our neutral actions), as opposed to uniform mistakes as is customary in the literature.
Another distinctive feature of our model is that we avoid the standard coordination problem by looking at a continuous problem rather than a discrete one. Agents maximize in a continuous way their utility function to determine their optimal number of partners. A similar approach is adopted in Cabrales, Calvó-Armengol and Zenou (2011). 27 As in this study, agents in our model do not direct their links but decide the number of partners. What is key is the fact that the link formation process is not equivalent to elaborating a nominal list of intended relationships, as is the case in the literature on network formation. Network formation is therefore not the result of an earmarked socialization process, which enables us to totally characterize the pairwise stable matchings, something that has proved rather di¢ cult in the standard framework.
Furthermore, compared to the dynamic network formation literature, our analysis innovates in that individuals do not form links at random as it has often been assumed (see, e.g., the preferential attachment model à la Jackson and Rogers (2007)), but choose links that maximize their myopic utility. Similarly, individuals do not delete links at random but in a strategic way. Indirect links, however, do not matter in our model, as a priori agents may not even know their partners'other partners in certain applications, which enables a clean though not trivial characterization of long-run equilibria.
Our results on pairwise stability also relate to the literature on stability in many-to-many matching markets (e.g., Echenique and Oviedo (2006) ). Indeed, if one de…nes the core with respect to strict coalitional improvements, the core will coincide with our set of pairwise stable networks.
Finally, our paper also connects with the literature on social in ‡uence, social learning and contagion (see, e.g., Jackson and Rogers (2007b) , Jackson and Yariv (2007 ), Lopez-Pintado (2008 ), Young (2009 ). The di¤erent approaches used in these studies to analyzing di¤usion generally assume a connectivity distribution of the population, and/or a payo¤ function whose arguments include an individual's and her neighbors' choice of a certain behavior, and often rely on mean-…eld approximation theory to identify equilibria. Each individual faces the choice of adopting a certain behavior, such as buying a new product or not, and this behavior spreads as it is adopted. Our model di¤ers in that it mostly studies "information transmission", not "information adoption." Distinguishing between the two notions is important. Within our framework, an agent who receives information about, say a new product, idea, or technology, communicates it to her friends, but we do not pose the receiver's choice problem. Also, in our application to sexual networks, an agent who is infected with a virus that spreads through sex infects his/her sexual partners; the latter do not make the choice of becoming infected, and the former may not even be aware of his/her status (in this sense, we are closer to the literature on epidemiological contagion (see, e.g., Vespignani (2000, 2001) ).
We also note, as remarked by Young (2009) , that most papers on social di¤usion assume, unlike we do, in…nite populations and purely random meetings between individuals.
Conclusion
We view our contribution as two-fold. First, we have proposed a dynamic model of network formation in two-sided economies. Under our general assumptions, we have characterized static equilibria (pairwise stable networks), as well as long-run equilibria (stochastically stable networks) under two di¤erent cultures and perceptions of multiple partnerships. Second, the …ndings reveal that the con…gurations of long-run networks are such that the spread of any random unanticipated information would (weakly) a¤ect more women than men. Information concentration might di¤er across identical economies as well. Furthermore, we have shown that our model can be applied to understand the patterns of relationships in several two-sided markets, including rich/poor countries, buyer-seller, employer-employee, dating, and faculty-student markets. In each of these markets, our stochastic processes potentially have di¤erent interpretations, providing a rationale for patterns of fragmentation and concentration that are usually observed.
A distinctive feature of the networks we have studied is that a priori, agents may not know their partners' other partners. In addition, they may not gain anything from these indirect connections. A natural extension of our analysis will be to consider the case in which an individual's well-being is a¤ected by indirect "invisible" links and their consequent externalities. Our basic framework should be amenable to this and other realistic extensions, once incomplete information is incorporated to the analysis.
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1.
Proof.
(1) =) (2) : Let g be a pairwise stable network. It is straightforward that 8(m; w) 2 M W , 0 s m s m and 0 s w s w . In fact, if an agent has more than his/her optimal number of partners, he/she will be better o¤ by unilaterally severing one link, thus implying that g is not pairwise stable, a contradiction.
Therefore, it only remains to show that 8w 2 W , s w = s w . By contradiction, suppose that there exists a woman w 0 with s w0 < s w . First, it should be clear that for every man m not matched with w 0 , s m = s m . This is because, if at least one such man were matched with fewer women, that man and w 0 would improve by forming a new link, implying that g is not pairwise stable, which is a contradiction.
It then follows that the number of links coming from the men side is at least (jM j s w0 )s m , which is greater than or equal to [jM j (s w 1)]s m , which by Assumption A1 is greater than jM js w = jW js w , an upper bound on the number of links coming from the women side. Since the number of links coming from the men side must exactly equal the number of links coming from the women side, this is impossible. We conclude that 8w 2 W , s w = s w .
(2) =) (1): Let g be a network. Assume that 8(m; w) 2 M W , 0 s m s m and s w = s w , and let us show that g is pairwise stable. A man alone cannot improve by severing a link since he is at the upward sloping part of his utility function. He cannot form a new link with another woman since each woman has her optimal number of partners. And a woman cannot be part of any blocking move (either by herself or with a man) since she is at her peak. Therefore, g is a pairwise stable network.
Proof of Theorem 2.
Proof. Let g be a pairwise stable network. No agent can thus be part of a blocking move either by himself/herself or with another agent, implying that there is no improving path leading out of g. fgg is therefore a recurrent class of P 0 . Conversely, if g is not pairwise stable, it cannot be part of a recurrent class of P 0 . First, it is clear that if g has some agents to the right of their peaks, unilateral severance of links will constitute an improving path out of g, leading to strict individual improvements that put every agent weakly to the left of their peaks. But then, if g is not pairwise stable, it must be the case that at least one woman has strictly less partners than at her peak, and since there must be at least one man with the same property, such a link will be formed in an improving path, never to return to g. This contradicts that g is part of a recurrent class of
Proof of Lemma 1.
Proof. Appealing to the characterization of pairwise stable networks in Theorem 1 and using the de…nition of egalitarian networks, the proof is easy and left to the reader.
Proof of Lemma 2.
Proof. Let g be a pairwise stable network.
Thus L(g) = P i2I (g) (s i (g) s w ) = 0, implying that the sequence searched for is (g). If g is non-egalitarian, then it is obvious that L(g) > 0 since from Lemma 1, at least one man has more than s w partners. There exists a pair of men (i 0 ; j 0 ) 2 I(g) J(g). Again by Lemma 1, since s i0 (g) s j0 (g) + 2, there exists a woman k 0 such that (i 0 ; k 0 ) 2 g and (j 0 ; k 0 ) = 2 g. Sever the link (i 0 ; k 0 ), and add the link (j 0 ; k 0 ); call the resulting network g 1 .
It is easy to check that g 1 is pairwise stable and that L(g 1 ) = L(g) 1. Then, either g 1 is egalitarian and we are done, or not. That is, repeating the same operation L(g) 1 more times induces a sequence (g 1 ; : : : ; g
, no man has more than s w partners. But given that each woman has s w partners in g L(g) , that jM j = jW j, and that
is pairwise stable and egalitarian.
Proof of Lemma 3.
Proof. Let g and g 0 be two distinct egalitarian pairwise stable networks. Pose g 0 = g. Pose g 0 n g = f(m; w) : (m; w) 2 g 0 and (m; w) = 2 gg. Since g and g 0 are di¤erent, g 0 n g is non-empty. Thus, there exists a pair respectively s w + 1 and s w 1 partners, and each woman has s w partners as in g. Thus g 1 is pairwise stable, but it is not egalitarian. Also, note that g 1 is (one step) closer to g 0 than g 0 = g (that is, g 0 n g 1 g 0 n g).
We now want to construct g 2 . Let g 1 (m 0 ) = fw 2 W : (m 0 ; w) 2 g 1 g. There exists a woman w It is easy to check that in g 2 , each man and each woman has exactly s w partners.
Thus g 2 is egalitarian and pairwise stable.
We also note that g 2 is at least 1 step closer to g 0 (in fact, since (m 0 ; w in that case, g 2 will be 2 steps closer to g 0 ; if not, g 2 will be 1 step closer to g 0 ).
If g 2 = g 0 , we are done; if not, repeat the same operation as previously by replacing g 0 with g 2 . That will induce g 3 and g 4 , and will take us at least one step closer to g 0 . In general, since jg 0 n gj is …nite, repeating this operation a …nite number of times (at most l jg 0 ngj 2 m times) induces a …nite sequence of pairwise stable networks (g 0 ; g 1 ; : : : ; g 2k ) that ends at g 2k = g 0 and satisfying that for any t such that 0 t k, g 2t is egalitarian.
Proof of Theorem 3.
Proof. The proof is divided in two steps, as follows:
Step 1: Let g be a non-egalitarian pairwise stable network. We shall show that g is not stochastically stable. It su¢ ces to show that there exists a network g 0 such that r(g 0 ) < r(g).
Call T (g) the g-tree on which the calculation of r(g) is based. There exists a pair of men (i 0 ; j 0 ) 2 I(g) J(g).
Since from Lemma 1, s i0 (g) s j0 (g) + 2, there exists a woman k 0 such that (i 0 ; k 0 ) 2 g and (j 0 ; k 0 ) = 2 g. Sever the link (i 0 ; k 0 ), and add the link (j 0 ; k 0 ), and call the resulting network g 1 .
Consider now the tree T (g). Let S(g 1 ; T (g)) be the successor of g 1 in the tree. Now, in T (g), delete the edge (g 1 ; S(g 1 ; T (g))) that leads away from g 1 and add the edge (g; g 1 ). This results in a g 1 -tree that we denote by T (g 1 ).
Since T (g 1 ) is not necessarily optimal for g 1 , we have r(g 1 ) r(g) r(g 1 ; S(g 1 ; T (g))) + r(g; g 1 ). Because
). This is because the cheapest way of getting away from g 1 (which is pairwise stable) is for a pair of a man and a woman to undertake an action that bene…ts one of them and leaves the other indi¤erent; such an action is taken with probability at least
) . This implies that r(g 1 ) r(g).
If g 1 is egalitarian, then r(g 1 ; S(g 1 ; T (g))) = f ( 1 s w ) > r(g; g 1 ), implying r(g 1 ) < r(g). If g 1 is nonegalitarian, repeat the same operation L(g) 1 more times. From lemma 2, that will induce a sequence of pairwise stable networks (g 1 ; : : : ; g L(g) ) where g L(g) is an egalitarian network. The induced sequence of g`-trees, 1 ` L(g), (T (g 1 ); : : : ; T (g L(g) )) will be such that for any`2 f2; : : : ; L(g)g, r(g`) r(g` 1 ) with
. This obviously implies r(g L(g) ) < r(g), and therefore, g is not stochastically stable.
Recall that in any perturbed …nite Markov process the set of stochastically stable states is always nonempty.
Step 1 has therefore established that the set of stochastically stable networks of the perturbed process
1 is a non-empty subset of the set of egalitarian pairwise stable networks.
Step 2: We shall next show that the set of stochastically stable networks of P Let g and g 0 be any two egalitarian pairwise stable networks, and r(g) and r(g 0 ) their respective stochastic potentials. Call T (g) the g-tree on which the calculation of r(g) is based. From Lemma 3, we know that there exists a …nite sequence of pairwise stable networks (g 0 ; g 1 ; : : : ; g 2k ) such that g 0 = g, g 2k = g 0 , and for any t such that 0 t k, g 2t is egalitarian.
Construct g 1 from g as in the proof of Lemma 3, and consider the g-tree T (g). In it, delete the edge (g 1 ; S(g 1 ; T (g))) that leads away from g 1 and add the edge (g; g 1 ). This results in a g 1 -tree that we denote by
Next, construct g 2 from g 1 as in the proof of Lemma 3, and consider the g 1 -tree T (g 1 ). In it, delete the edge (g 2 ; S(g 2 ; T (g 1 ))) and add the edge (g 1 ; g 2 ). This results in a g 2 -tree that we denote by T (g 2 ). We have
is not necessarily optimal as a g 2 -tree, we have that r(g 2 ) r(g) r(g
). This establishes that r(g 2 ) r(g), and by symmetry, going back from g 2 to g, that r(g) r(g 2 ).
Therefore, r(g) = r(g 2 ).
If g 0 = g 2 , then we have shown that r(g 0 ) = r(g). If g 0 6 = g 2 , repeat the same exercise as previously, constructing g`from g` 1 as in Lemma 3, until g 0 is obtained. This induces a sequence of g t trees (T (g); T (g 1 ); T (g 2 ); T (g 3 ); : : : ; T (g 2k ) = T (g 0 )) satisfying that for any t such that 1 t k, r(g 2t ) r(g 2(t 1) ). This implies r(g 0 ) r(g). By symmetry, going back in the opposite direction, we also have r(g) r(g 0 ), thus implying r(g) = r(g 0 ), which completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.
Proof. The proof is again organized in two steps, as follows:
Step 1: Let g be a pairwise stable network that is not anti-egalitarian. We shall show that g is not stochastically stable. It su¢ ces to show that there exists a network g 0 such that r(g 0 ) < r(g).
Consider T (g), the g-tree on which the calculation of r(g) is based. We claim that, if g and g +1 are two pairwise stable networks such that for some m; m 0 ; w, g n g +1 = f(m; w)g and g +1 n g = f(m 0 ; w)g, the underlying transition does not involve non-pairwise stable networks: if it did, at least one agent directly involved in it would decrease his or her utility, which implies that the resistance of such a transition would exceed 1, whereas the resistance of the direct transition between the two (being adjacent) is strictly less than 1. A simple induction argument shows that this is still true even if two pairwise stable networks are not adjacent (by constructing a path going from one to the other consisting of direct transitions between pairs of adjacent networks).
Therefore, in any transition described in T (g), only pairwise stable networks are visited. By Theorem 1, we know that each pairwise stable network contains exactly the same number of links, i.e., s w jW j. It follows that each transition described in the tree involves a woman w who severs a link with a man m and replaces it with another link with man m 0 . Speci…cally, the pair (m 0 ; w) is o¤ered the opportunity to revise their situation, and as a result, woman w severs (m; w) and gets matched with m 0 .
But then, in describing the transition between any two pairwise networks in T (g), one can, without loss of generality, list the transitions that are required going through each individual woman. That is, starting with the woman with the lowest index who has a di¤erent set of men to which she is matched in the two networks, one can describe the required severance/creation of links that takes her from her con…guration of men in the original network to the one in the …nal network, and one can proceed like these with each such woman until the full transition is complete.
Consider then the network g, and recall it is not anti-egalitarian. We propose the following algorithm.
Without loss of generality, label the men so that s m1 (g) s m2 (g) : : : s m jM j (g). Let m be the lowest index such that s m (g) < s m . If there exists w who is matched in g to m 0 > m, sever the link (m 0 ; w) and replace it with (m; w). Call the resulting network g 1 . We can have two cases. Either g 1 is anti-egalitarian, or not. If it is, let g 0 = g 1 . If not, repeat the same step. Note how this algorithm always ends after a …nite number of steps, say k, in a network g 0 = g k that is anti-egalitarian.
Consider the g-tree T (g), and without loss of generality (as the …rst paragraphs of the proof showed), suppose that the transition g 0 = g k ! g k 1 ! : : : ! g 1 ! g 0 = g constitutes a path of directed links in T (g).
Change the direction of this path and consider the transition g = g 0 ! g 1 ! : : : ! g k 1 ! g k = g 0 . It is obvious that the rest of edges of T (g), along with these new edges (in which the only change introduced is the direction change of previous links in T (g)), constitute a g 0 -tree, which we call T (g 0 ).
We claim that r(g 0 ) < r(g). Indeed, r(g 0 ) is no greater than the resistance of T (g 0 ), which is equal to r(g) + P k 1 =0 [r(g ; g +1 ) r(g +1 ; g )]. And note that, by construction of the algorithm described, each bracketed term is negative. Indeed, in the transition g ! g +1 , let m 0 be the man who loses a link in favor of man m. We know that s m 0 (g ) < s m (g +1 ), and therefore, r(g ; g +1 ) = f (s m 0 (g )) < f (s m (g +1 )) = r(g +1 ; g ).
We have therefore established that, if g is pairwise stable but it is not anti-egalitarian, it is not stochastically stable in the perturbed process P " 2 . Given that the set of stochastically stable networks is non-empty, we just proved that this set is a non-empty subset of the set of pairwise stable and anti-egalitarian networks.
Step 2: We shall now prove that the set of stochastically stable networks of P " 2 coincides with the set of pairwise stable and anti-egalitarian networks. It su¢ ces to prove that all of them have the same stochastic potential.
Let g and g 0 be any two such networks. Assume for simplicity that, in each of them, exactly s w s m jM j men are matched with s m each. Obviously, this must hold for both g and g 0 .
28
It is easy to see that there must exist m; m 0 2 M; m 6 = m 0 and w; w 0 2 W; w 6 = w 0 such that (m; w) 2 g n g 0 and (m 0 ; w 0 ) 2 g 0 n g. We propose the following algorithm that transforms g into g 0 . For each such pair of links, we describe the following steps:
First, woman w severs her link to man m and gets matched to man m 0 , where s m0 (g) = 0 -we know such a man exists in g.
Second, woman w 0 severs her link to man m 0 and gets matched to man m.
And third, woman w severs her link to man m 0 and gets matched to man m 0 .
And to go back, travel the same steps in reverse.
Consider now an optimal g 0 -tree, and call it T (g 0 ). In it, focus on the collection of directed edges connecting g to g 0 . By arguments similar to those at the beginning of Step 1 of this proof, one can argue that the transition outlined in the previous algorithm must be part of any optimal tree. (We know that transitions in optimal trees do not go through non-pairwise stable networks. In addition, a resistance of f (s m ) must be paid every time a link with a man matched to his optimal number is broken, and aside from that, a resistance of f (1) that comes from breaking a link with a man who was unmatched in g and remains unmatched in g 0 is the smallest possible positive resistance in this perturbed process.)
Thus, without loss of generality, let the directed path from g to g 0 in T (g 0 ) be the set of transitions outlined. Now, change the direction of the edges in this path, and let that be the only change introduced to the directed edges of T (g 0 ). Observe that the result is a g-tree, which we call T (g).
We will now argue that the stochastic potentials of g and g 0 are the same: 2 8 If, instead, the number s w s m jM j is not an integer, and one man is matched to the remaining women, the argument is the same, but the notation is slightly more complicated. Again, in this case, both g and g 0 have the same structure of having only one man matched to the remaining women.
r(g) = r(g 0 ) + P k 1 =0 [r(g ; g +1 ) r(g +1 ; g )] = r(g 0 ) because P k 1 =0 [r(g ; g +1 ) r(g +1 ; g )] = 0. This can be easily established, by induction on the number of links that are di¤erent between g and g 0 .
Indeed, suppose that g and g 0 di¤er in the smallest possible number of links, which is two, i.e., there exist m 6 = m 0 and w 6 = w 0 such that g n g 0 = f(m; w)g and g 0 n g = f(m 0 ; w 0 )g. Consider the transition g ! g 0 in T (g 0 ). By our previous arguments, such a transition is as follows:
First, woman w severs her link to man m and gets matched to man m 0 , where s m0 (g) = 0 -we know such a man exists in g; the resistance of this step is f (s m ).
Second, woman w 0 severs her link to man m 0 and gets matched to man m; again, the resistance of this step is f (s m ).
And third, woman w severs her link to man m 0 and gets matched to man m 0 ; the resistance of this step being f (1).
The resistance of the whole transition is thus 2f (s m ) + f (1). But notice that travelling the same steps backwards takes us back from g 0 to g, with exactly the same resistance.
If g and g 0 di¤er by more links (note this must always be an even number), we use the fact that the path going from g to g 0 and the same path travelled in the opposite direction are "mirror images" of one another.
Thus, since the cheapeast transition must always involve establishing links with unmatched men -like m 0 in the previous paragraph-(because f (1) is the smallest resistance to be added to the f (s m ) terms, which must be always there), a replication of the argument detailed in the previous paragraph establishes that the total resistance of travelling from g to g 0 is exactly the same as the one travelling backwards on the same path.
This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5.
Proof. Assume A1.
(1) The proof follows from the fact that in any egalitarian pairwise stable network g, there is an equal number of men and women in each component of g, from which it follows that F(g) = 0.
(2) First remark that in any anti-egalitarian pairwise stable network g, the number of women exceeds the number of men for all non-isolated components, with strict inequality for some of them. Let us now show that it follows that F(g) < 0. Let [(jM i j; jW i j)] i2I k be the bipartite component vector of g, of which the …rst`components are non-isolated and the remaining k `are isolated (men). It obviously follows that P i2I k jM i j = P i2I`j M i j + k `and P i2I k jM i j = P i2I`j W i j (given that no woman is isolated), which in turn implies P i2I`( jM i j jW i j) = (k `) < 0. Remark that each non-isolated component vector (jM i j; jW i j) is such that jM i j + jW i j = n i 2 since it contains at least one man and one woman. Hence, we have the following:
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